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1. ELECTION OF VIC3-CIAIPMAN 

-  •  N  ,  •  . . .  ,  -

The CHAIRMAN called upon the Committee to elect a Vice-chairman to 

conduct "business in his absence. 

Mr. ICAY3ER (France) proposed Mr, Davidson (Canada). 

Mr. BROHI (Pakistan) and Mr. BEKBS1DBIN (Chile) seconded the proposal, 

Mr. Davidson (Canada) vaa elected Vice-Chairman by acclamation. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the most effective x:ay of organizing the 

Committee's xrork would be to put the Vice-Chairman in charge of the.discussions 

on all questions concerning human rights, he himself acting as Chairman during 

the discussions on all the other questions x-ith x/hich the Committee had to 

deal, 

It X7BB so agreed. 

2. PROCEDURE FOR CONSIDERATION OF THE REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON HUMAN EIGHTS 

In reply to the question put by the French representative at the 

125th meeting, the CHAIRMAN explained that not only the draft covenant on 

human rights but the report of the Commission on Human Rights- as a xfnole had 

been referred to the Social Committee for examination. 

Mr. KAYBER (France) felt that the discussions on the Report should in 

that case be divided into tx;o distinct sections, one on the covenant and the 

measures to implement it, the other on the remaining questions dealt with in 

the Report. 

It was so agreed. 

/B. REPORT OF 
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3. REPORT OF THE SIXTH SESSION OF TEE SOCIAL COMMISSION (item 25) (e/1673, 
E/1678/Add.l, E/1701, E/1701/Corr.l) (Resumed from the 125th meeting) 

(a) Conclusion of General Discussion 

Mr. EROHI (Pakistan) observed, that the most important activities 

of the United Nations fell in the social field; conscientious and extensive 

work had "been carried out in the past, and would no doubt be continued with 

uribated vigour. 

Two approaches were possible in connection with any world reform, 

particularly in the social field, namely, the external and the internal. The 

first attempted to develop the individual, by creating better living conditions 

and by securing social and economic equality through improvement of the 

sub-human conditions existing in certain countries. 

The second method was to transform the Individual by making available to 

him better resources for promoting his .social ve.ll being. Progress in that 

direction could only be made if a clear statement of what the individual stood 

for, and of his claims on society as a whole,'were drawn up. While the 

financial Implications of a programme of the kind envisaged would impose a 

heavy burden on the richer governments, the latter could not evade their 

vuoral obligation to implement the work. 

He suggested that one method of doing so would be to launch an extensive 

mblicity programme to provide the less privileged countries, particularly 

-hose in the Middle and Far East, (whose claims could no longer be ignored), 

rith tangible evidence of the activities of the United Nations. 

He reserved the right to revert to specific points in' the report and 

•Iccompanying resolutions as they arose. 

Mr. VANISTENDAEL (Belgium) congratulated the Social Commission and the 

scretariat on their excellent work. He reserved the right, however, to 

press his views on various points of detail during the ensuing discussion. 

/The quality 
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The quality of' tho report submitted "by the Commission '.res e. sign of 

maturity, and proof, that the long period of patience '.res beginning to boar 

fruit. The success of the United Nations depended, indeed, on whether the 

lofty ideals propounded in the Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human 

Eights could be.translated into fact, for only thus could these ideals become 

part and parcel of the daily.life of.the peoples of the world. 

Nevertheless, the maturity of the Social Commission's work could be 

further developed in various directions in the future. The problems which 

the Commission had to face were extremely complex, and also concerned other 

bodies. Closer co-ordination at various levels of the Commission's work 

would provide additional proof and guarantee of its quality. 

To illustrate his argument, he cited the question of migration. That was 

being dealt with by both the Social Commission end the population Commission, 

while the non-governmental organizations interested in the question had 

recently held a conference under United Nations auspices, and the 

International Labour Organisation had held a conference in April 1950 on 

migration problems of concern to the United Nations, various non-governmental 

organizations, the Council of Europe and a large body cf experts. It 

followed that there must be better co-ordination of the efforts being made to 

solve the social problems confronting the world. 

Txirning to the declaration of the rights of the child,, he endorsed what 

had been said at the morning meeting by the Canadian representative. The 

Universal Declaration of Human Eights already contained a number of articles 

concerning the family, which was the child's natural environment. Furthermore, 

it included a series of articles expressly*devoted to children, such as those 

on education. It would be a mistake to detract from tho moral end universal 

force of the Declaration by making special declarations for each aspect̂  of 

human rights. He accordingly urged acceptance of the Canadian 

representative's suggestion. 

/With regard 
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With recard to section XI.F of the report, he had "been surprised to find 

that the enquiry into the world social and cultural situation was envisaged in 

the report as an enquiry into the social situation alone. It was not clear to 

him what the scope of such an enquiry could he. After examining the budget 

estimates submitted (E/1678/Add'J.), he had been in doubt as to whether the 

intention was merely to co-ordinate enquiries already in progress, or to embark 

on new efforts. 

He declared, in conclusion, that his delegation wa3 well satisfied with the 

programme of work drawn up by the Social Commission, Its boldness showed that 

the members of the • Commission were alive to the fact that the fate of the United 

Nations would be decided primarily in the social field. 

Mr. NORIEGA (Mexico) was somewhat alarmed at the opposition shown by 

certain of his colleagues to a declaration of the rights of the child. While 

recognising that the adoption of too many solemn declarations by the United 

Hations would be unwise, he nevertheless felt that the Economic and Social 

Council should provide governments with a foundation on which they could base 

their child welfare .legislation. 

The draft declaration before the Committee contained a number of important 

points, several qf which, incidentally, had been incorporated In the Universal 

Declaration of Human Eights. He suggested that governments should be asked to 

give as wide publicity as possible to the ten principles. The position of 

children in many parts of the world was not as good as it should be, and the 

Committee would be wrong simply to abandon the work done by the Social 

Commission in that field. Whereas certain countries had laws for the 

protection of children's rights, children in other countries were exposed to 

the worst hardships, for example, in industry. The document prepared by the 

Social Commission might accordingly serve as a basis, not for a declaration of 

the rights of the child, but for child welfare legislation. He hoped that the 

Committee would finally succeed in reaching a compromise solution on the 

question. 

Turning to the question of social welfare services, he suggested that they 

should be given greater publicity, in view of the fact that the press very often 

ignored the work done by the United Nations, and especially by the Economic and 
/Social Council, 
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Sociai Council, in tha,t field. The necessary steps should "be taken to bring 

the results of the work undertaken by the Council to the notice of all sections 

of the population in all countries, 

Mr, EEAPKLEY (United Kingdom) agreed with previous speakers that the 

Social Commission, generally speaking, had done excellent work. He wished, 

however, to make two points. 

First, ha deprecated the delay in advising governments of the financial 

implications (amounting to almost 250,000 dollars) of tiie report of the Social 

Commission. Two months had elapsed since the work had been concluded at Lake 

Success, Secondly, while the Social Commission had reviewed its attitude 

towards co-ordination since its fifth session, there was room for further 

improvement, He would submit detailed proposals during the consideration of the-

report with a view to achieving closer co-ordination between activities coming 

under the aegis of the Social Con-mission end related activities of the 

specialised agencies, • 

Mr, BALLARD (Australia) stated that while his delegation associated 

itself with the remarks of previous speakers about the satisfactory progress of 

the Social Commission's work, there were, some points w.ith which it could not 

entirely agree. For the present, he would limit his remarks to two issues of 

principle; those remarks should not be taken as in any way detracting from hie. 

delegation's general approval of the report. - . 

First, the Social Commission should at all times guard against any 

dissipation of effort on activities of secondary importance, and payrdue regard 

to the overall.,budgetary Implications of'.the work envisaged, -

Secondly, with regard to the programme1 of work outlined, activities should 

in each specific case be covered by a decision, or by clear directions, of the 

Social Commission. 

A sound financial approach was essential in taking decisions which would.be 

implemented so far ahead as 1951 an& 1952. For example, his Government could not 

be committed so far in advance to the procedure laid down in paragraph 16 of the 

report, nor was he clear as to whether the adoption of resolution VIII would 

- constitute endorsement of all details of the programme of work. 
/Mr. CHA 
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Mr. CM (China) said that his delegation, too, appreciated the work of 

the Social Commission and -was happy to note that it had teen considered desirable 

to modify General Assembly resolution 58 (i) (Advisory Social Welfare Services), 

He hoped that favourable consideration would be given to the various projects 

outlined by the Social Commission and that the General Assembly would see fit to 

allot the necessary appropriations. 

Ho further speakers having asked for the floor, 

the CHAIRMAN declared closed the general, discussion on the Report of the 

Social Commission. 

(b) Consideration of the draft resolution under sections H, IV and V of Annex II 

to the Beport-. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the best procedure for examining the 

Commission's Report, (E/.167O) would be to begin by examining Annex IV, dealing with 

the general programme of work. , _ 

As the Secretary to the Committee had pointed out, that method would enable 

it to obtain some idea of the general range of the tasks entrusted to the Social 

Commission before proceeding to examine each of the tasks individually. 

After a brief discussion, however, 

the Committee decided to begin by examining Annex II. containing the draft 

resolutions submitted by the- Social Commission. 

The Committee further decided to examine for the moment only such draft 

resolutions as had no financial implications. and to ask the Secretariat to 

provide the Committee with detailed estimates of expenditure with regard to the 

other draft resolutions. 

Draft resolution under section II of Annex II to the Report: Migration. 

Mr," PEARHIEY ("United Kingdom) suggested that the Committee would not 

need to spend much time on the draft resolution in question as it had been 

unanimously adopted by the Social. Commission. In the United Kingdom, indigent 

/aliens were 
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to the adoption of the, recommendation contained in the draft resolution, I 

especially as it was not clear whether the term "social assistance" used therein I 

related to social legislation as a whole, or only to measures of assistance in I 

cases of indigency. I 

Mr. IIORIEGA (Mexico) explained that his country interpreted "social I 

assistance" in its normal technical sense, that was, as general social assistance.! 

Mr, DEL1EKIEUX (Secretariat) explained that the draft resolution I 

referred only to social assistance to indigent aliens, and not to social welfare I 

in general, I 

Mr. VAHISTSI3MEL (Belgium) thought that Mr, Poliemoux's explanations I 

decidedly narrowed the scope of the draft resolution, "but in an attempt to reach I 

general agreement, ho would suggest, that the words "or model agreement" he I 

inserted after the words "possibility of an internet 3 anal convention" in the sec ore! 

line of the final paragraph. I 

Mr, KGTSCIIIIG (United States of America) supported the Belgian suggest ioi! 

In his opinion, the interpretation of "social assistance" as embracing only relief! 

and welfare activities was too narrow. That was the minimum to be achieved, and I 

he hoped there was no implication that aliens would be excluded from other benefits! 

They should enjoy equal privileges with citizens and he wished to place on record I 

his Government's view that benefits should be extended with equal-handed justice I 

to all. I 

Mr. DAVTDGOIi (Canada) took the Chair. I 

Mr. KAlUEE (Prance) did not think the amendment suggested by the 

Belgian representative changed the sense of the draft resolution under discussion. 

The amendment took account of an existing situation, and made the text of the draft 

resolution more precise, Ilence the drench delegation would support it. 

/The cmiSMAH 
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The CHAIRMAN put the draft resolution under Section II of Annex II, 

as amended by the representative of Belgium, to the vote. 

The draft resolution, as amended, was adopted by 10 votes to none, with 

h abstentions. 

Draft resolution under Section IV of Annex II of the Report 

Draft preamble and principles of the declaration of the rights of the child 

Mr, NORIEGA (Mexico) was not sure whether any useful purpose woult 

served by referring the question back to the Social Commission together witl: 

Committee's comments on It. There was no lack of concern for the child's need 

of protection. But if the text were referred back, the best plan might "be to 

state what sections the Social Committee felt should be formulated in such a way 

as to make them suitable as models for national' legislation. 

Mr. KDT3CHING (United States of America) agreed that it would be 

unsatisfactory to refer the draft back to the Social Commission, which 

presumed to have made every effort to draft a sound text. Reference tc 

body, such as the Commission on Human Rights, might be more valuable. The best 

course would therefore be to accept the Social Commission's request for 

consultation with the Commission on Human Rights. 

He proposed the deletion from the last paragraph of the words "wit*1 « Tr; 

to its approval by the General Assembly", which were premature. If his 

were adopted the United States Government would accept the text, which might be 

referred back to the Social Commission after it had been studied by the 

Commission on Human Rights. 

Mr. BALLARD (Australia) supported the United States representative's 

proposal. 

Mr. KAY5SR (France) also supported the United States proposal, but 

thought the deleted passage should be replaced by some other formula, to show 

that the Economic and Social Council wa3 anxious to continue its work in the 

field in question and to achieve positive results. 

/Moreover, by 
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' ' 1  

Moreover,, by-approving" the draft resolution as it stood, the Social Committe 

would also approve the expression "Declaration" (of the rights of the child). 

French representatives had alroady proposed that the word "Declaration" he 

replaced by the word "resolution". Although that proposal had hot been accepted 

at the time, he would like to submit it again to the Social Committee, for he 

believed that a series of new declarations might well detract from the prestige 

of the Universal-Declaration of Human.Rights, ' 

Mr. NORIEGA (Mexico) thought that the decision-to be taken largely 

depended on the sense in which the word "Declaration" was U3ed. Before sending 

.•the document to. the Commission on Euman Rights it was essential that that point 

should be1clarified. 

Mr, BERNSTEIN .(Chile) agreed, that to refer the document back to the' 

Social Commission would be unsatisfactory. He was not opposed to sending it to 

the Commission on Human Rights, but thought that such a procedure' could not be 

adopted without specifying how the text should be dealt with. 

The CHAIRMAN pointed out'that there were .three suggestions before the 

meeting., First, there was the suggestion made by the representative of"Mexico, 

that the text should be referred back to the Social Commission with an indicatior. 

as to which parts of the draft declaration the Committee approved, and which 

"it did ridt. Secondly, there was the United States proposal to delete the words 

' "with a view to' its approval by the General Assembly" and to send the document 

to the Commission on Human Rights, Finally, there was the suggestion of the 

representative' of Franca that the phrasing of the first part should be altered 

to differentiate between a resolution such as he (Mr. Kayser) envisaged, and a 

declaration such as the Universal Declaration of Human Eights. 

Mrs. SUAlUIHiTHAN (India) said that her delegation would support the 

United States proposal, subject to-the, deletion.of the-words "at its thirteenth 

s e s s i o n " ,  . . .  

/Mr. NORIEGA 
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Mr. NORIEGA (Mexico) said that what mattered,was the final outcome. 

He had no strong preference In the matter of referring the text to the Social 

Commission or ,to the Commission on Human Eights, but considered that the. ten 

principles enumerated should constitute the minimum basis for work on the 

of children, ' 

Mr. CHA (China) supported. the United States amendment, but not that 

proposed by the representative of India, since a time limit was essential. 

He wished to draw attention to the wording "shall be" used in the 

of principles. Those words were always used in legislative, texts In English 

speaking countries, and had legal force, involving an obligation. In many 

countries, particularly under-developed countries, education was not free, 

many parents who wished to see their children develop "physically, mentally, 

morally, spiritually and socially in a healthy and normal manner" were toe 

to ensure their doing so. In some countries, as in China,•a child was not 

necessarily entitled to a name and nationality at birth, yet, by the terms of 

the text under consideration, parents might be penalized for failing 

their children. Principle 5 stated that the child should be.given.ar 

which would bestow upon him general culture. That too might not lie within the 

power of parents. The delegation of China therefore wished to see the 

"shall be" replaced by another term which, though strong, would not be 

binding. "Should" might meet the case. 

Mr. KAISER (France) suggested that should the words "with a view to 

its approval by the General Assembly*' be deleted, the following text should be 

inserted before the preamble: 

"/The Economic and Social Council/ ... Anxious to secure as 

rapidly as possible the adoption by the General Assembly of a 

'resolution on the rights of the child." 

He felt that the text had two advantages: it indicated the Economic and 

Social Council's determination to continue its activities in that direction, and 

in place of the word "Declaration", which was retained in the remainder of the 

draft, it used a broader term which the General Assembly might adopt if it 

thought fit. 

/Mr. KOTSCHHIG 
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. Mr, KOTSCEHIG (United States of America) was willing to support the 

proposal of the French representative if he would agree to a slight amendment 

recommending "early, action" by the General Assembly on the rights of the child 

rather than,the. adoption of a "resolution". It would be a mistake to use 

different terns in different paragraphs, that was, to speak of a "resolution" 

in one paragraph and of a "declaration" in the other. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested the following wording: 

"The Economic and Social Council 

"Desirous of achieving as soon as possible a document 

by the General Assembly on a resolution regarding the rights 

of children, and 

"Noting the close relationship between the Draft 

Declaration of the Rights of the Child and the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights; 

"Bequests the Commission on Human Rights to inform, the 

; Council at its thirteenth session of its observations on the 

Draft Declaration of the Right?? of the Child". 

Mr. KA.YS1R (France) did not think his text would lead to confusion. 

It did not refer to the title of a forthcoming document, but to a resolution . 

which the General Assembly might wish to adopt. The United States'repreeentatt 

apprehensions were therefore groundless. 

Mr, NORIEGA (Mexico) thought the text proposed by the representative 

of France insufficiently clear to meet the final aims of the document. He 

suggested instead the following;text:' 

"Requests the Commission on Human Rights to consult with the 

specialized agencies and to communicate to the Economic and Social 

Council its comments on"the possibility of using that document as a 

minimum moral and .juridical basis for recommendation to.'Member States 

in the field of'child protection." " 

/The CHAIRMAN 
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The CHAIRMAN understood from the Mexican representative's suggestion 

that he ha:d withdrawn hi a former suggestion to-refer the document back to the 

Social Commission. ' • 

There were two courses open to the Committee: it could either work In 

full Committee on minor amendments to the text, or sot up a small draf ting 

committee composed, of the representatives who had. made textual proposals to 

submit an agreed text to the following meeting. As no major points of principle 

were involved, the latter course might save time. 

Mr. CHA (China)-pointed out that as the Commission on Human Eights 

met only once a- year, it.might take two.years to obtain replies from specialized 

agencies, _ 

The CHAIRMAN said that as the specialized agencies were represented 

on the Commission of Human Eights, they could be consulted without delay. 

Mr. KOTSCHNIG (United States of America) saw no need for reference 

to the specialized agencies. He was' concerned to know whether the 

representative of Mexico really intended to suggest a juridical basis for the 

protection of the child. If so, the whole nature of the "Declaration would be 

changed. In his view, the Declaration should be regarded, merely as a statement 

of aim, not as an instrument with binding legal force. The time for a legal 

instrument had not come. 

Mr. NORIEGA (Mexico) thought-that, as the Commission on Human Eights 

was to be consulted, there was no neod to lay great stress on the wording. Most 

countries had. already accepted and included in their legislation the principles 

concerned. 

If the. Committee was to work effectively, there mist be some hope of a 

constructive result, A statement of aims was not enough, and the Commission 

on Human Rights should consider the extent to which most countries would be able 

to accept the proposal. The power of the General Assembly was confined to 

recommendation. It was the function of the Social CommiUee to decide which 

of the ten principles should be recommended to Governments as a lego.], minimum. 

/The CHAIRMAN 
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The CEAIRMAIi. said that, unless there were any objection, he would 

request the representatives of France, India, Mexico and the United States of 

America to meet at 10 o'clock the next morning as a small drafting committee 

for the purpose of preparing an acceptable text. 

It was so agreed. 

Draft resolution under Section V of Annex II to the Report: welfare of the aged 

Mr, DELIERKEUX (Secretariat) drew the Committee's attention to the 

passage in the draft resolution requesting the Secretary-General, in consultation 

with the interested Governments and specialized agencies, to initiate an 

integrated work programme of research, studies and action for promoting the 

welfare of aged persons. He recalled that the Social Commission, in its report, 

had recommended the Secretary-General, in collaboration with the specialized, 

agencies, to put in hand immediately studies on the welfare of the aged. To 

carry out that task, the Secretariat might require an expert, and an official 

from Lake Success might have to travel to Geneva for consultations with the 

specialized agencies. An expense item of 3,̂ 60 dollars (2,500 dollars for the 

services of the expert and 960 dollars for travel to Geneva) might thus be 

required. But the Social Commission had made it clear that the Secretariat 

should not incur that expense unless it was absolutely necessary. 

Mr. BEEN3TEIU (Chile) saw no necessity for such expenditure when the 

International Labour Organisation had, for years, been dealing with the rights 

of the aged. 

Mr. ICOTSCHHIG (United States of America) supported the draft 

resolution, which seemed to him of importance in a world where age distribution 

was rapidly changing, with the old age group becoming substantially larger. 

His sole misgivings concerned finance; there was no warrant for additional 

•expenditure which could not be absorbed in the existing budget. 

/Mr. DELIERHEUZ 
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Mr, DELIEEKEUX (Secretariat) naid he would like to give the members of 

the Committee some explanations regarding the Secretariat's present "budget. To 

cany out its extensive programme, the Department of Social Affairs in 1950 had 

a staff of only 7k, about one third of them secretaries or typists. Its total 

budget for that year was 6Q6,800 dollars. The Department was thus hardly in a 

position to add any new undertekings to its programme, bowing, however, to the 

views expressed by the United States representative he declared, that the 

Secretariat would not ask for additional credits for that purpose and would try 

to carry out the assignment with the available means. 

The CHAIRMAN reminded the meeting that Mr. Doliemeux had undertaken 

to explain the financial implications of separate resolutions as they arose, 

When the draft resolution under section VIII was reached, he would request from 

him a statement on the financial implications not already dealt with, that was, 

a statement of the amount left after the provisions made wider the separate 

resolutions. 

Mr. BROKE (Pakistan) suggested that the time factor was of importance 

in considering the welfare of the aged. For that reason he would propose 

immediate consideration of draft resolution V. 

Mr. KCTCCHNIG (United States of America) stated his readiness to vote 

for draft resolution V without further discussion of its financial implications, 

since he was satisfied with Mr. Delierneux' assurance that the work would be 

carried out within the normal provisions of the budget. 

Mr. FEAHNLEY (United Kingdom) proposed that paragraph 2 be amended to 

read: "Initiate, as resources permit...." 

After some discussion, in which Mr. DEIIEHKEUX (Secretariat) repeated his 

assurance that no additional credits would be asked for, Mr. FEIARHJJSY withdrew 

his amendment. 

At the request of Mr. DELEAYE (Belgium), the CHAIRMAN stated that the 

assurance given by the representative of the Secretariat would be incorporated in 

the summary record of the meeting, though not in the form of a resolution. 

The meeting rose at 6 p.m. 




